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Abstract

Secure boot mechanisms aim to provide guarantees of in-
tegrity of a system as it loads. It ensures that if a system
is running, all of its process will satisfy integrity verifica-
tion requirements. While secure boot has been available
for a long time, it is not available in commodity systems
due to the high cost of secure hardware. In this paper, we
describe Firma, an architecture that provides secure boot
functionality based on a storage root of trust. Unlike pre-
vious secure boot mechanisms, use of the disk can protect
data secrecy by only releasing data to systems trusted not
to leak data, while also providing data integrity through
release to high integrity systems. We implement a proto-
type of Firma and show how it may be used to provide a
trusted virtual machine monitor (TVMM) capable of sup-
porting strong security guarantees for running VMs. Only
minimal administration is required, and we detail the tasks
necessary to support the architecture, showing new sys-
tems can be configured with a small number of automated
steps. Our evaluation shows that Firma requires additional
overhead of just over 1 second for the boot process.

1 Introduction

An important security goal is to only allow processes run-
ning code that is known to be high integrity to access
security-sensitive data. For example, secrets should only
be made available to processes trusted not to leak them.
Also, high integrity data should only be made available
to processes trusted to preserve their integrity and per-
form updates correctly. As loading a single process de-
pends on the correct functioning of several software lay-
ers (e.g., BIOS, bootloaders, VMMs, etc.) in modern sys-
tems, a secure system requires a mechanism that verifies
each of these layers is satisfactory and that protects ac-
cess to security-sensitive data based on the results of this
verification.

A secure boot mechanism aims to provide the guaran-
tees described above. Secure boot was first introduced
in the AEGIS system design [3]. Assuming that the ma-
chine’s hardware is trusted, the integrity of a software
layer is valid if and only if: (1) the integrity of each of
its lower layers is verified to be valid and (2) transitions
to a higher layer occur only after verification of that layer
is complete. Secure boot ensures that if a system is run-
ning, then all its processes satisfy the verification require-
ment for integrity (i.e., at least up to the extent of secure
boot). Further, certain components, such as operating sys-
tems and virtual machine monitors (VMM) are verified to
enforce protection of security-sensitive data access. The
need for these protections is particularly acute in VMMs,
given that they must provide isolation assurances between
the multiple simultaneously-executing virtual machines
that they manage.

While the notion of secure boot has been around for a
long time and there are several commercial systems that
provide a form of secure boot (e.g., [7]), these secure boot
approaches either require specialized hardware or depend
on the careful management of cryptographic data. In the
first case, special hardware is required to store and/or pro-
tect secrets that define the root of trust. AEGIS required
a special PROM board [3], and current products still re-
quire hardware extensions [7]. In the second case, con-
trolling the release of encryption keys serves as a form of
secure boot, as the secret keys are only provided to sys-
tems that can be verified to meet specified integrity cri-
teria [9, 29, 43], but such systems require significant key
management. In addition, once the keys are released, all
data may be accessed, so if low integrity software is sub-
sequently run data protection may be circumvented.

Our aim is to enable secure boot on commodity systems
with minimal management overhead. In this paper, we
propose to leverage the processing capabilities found in
modern disks to enforce secure boot. The idea is that the
host must prove its integrity to the disk prior to receiving
security-sensitive data. This enables the disk to protect the
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data secrecy by only releasing data to systems trusted not
to leak the data. Further, the disk can also protect data in-
tegrity by only releasing it to high integrity systems. Un-
like previous secure boot mechanisms, using the disk as
the mediation device also enables the protection of disk
data updates. Only authorized systems can update partic-
ular disk volumes. We demonstrate this approach by con-
structing Firma, a novel storage architecture for securely
booting a trusted virtual machine monitor (TVMM).

A major goal in our design of the Firma system is to
enable secure boot with minimal administration. A key
insight is that a Firma disk can act as a remote platform
in an attestation protocol. The host can use its TPM to
generate attestations that the Firma disk can verify prior
to granting access to the next layer. Thus, Firma adminis-
tration requires that enable a Firma disk to become an at-
testation client (e.g., obtain the host’s TPM key and high
integrity file information), and we show how the root-of-
trust-installation method [5] can be used to supply this in-
formation easily. Finally, we note that a Firma disk veri-
fier makes a good client for remote attestation as both the
TPM and disk will be administered by the same party, so
concerns about physical attacks on the TPM are not rel-
evant, as any attackers with physical access would also
have access to the disk.

In this work, we make the following contributions:

• We present the Firma architecture, which demon-
strates how to perform secure boot of of a VMM us-
ing storage as a root of trust. We show that intelligent
disks may be used to measure the state of a host be-
fore allowing the hypervisor and privileged VMs to
be loaded, providing guarantees of the VMM’s in-
tegrity state.

• We detail the management tasks necessary to support
the Firma architecture, showing that new systems can
be installed and configured for secure boot in a small
number of automated steps.

• We develop a prototype of Firma using commodity
hardware and software. We evaluate the costs of at-
testing a hypervisor and show that the time to get a
VM loaded from a securely-booted VMM requires
an overhead of slightly over one second.

2 Background
Firma is reliant on the use of trusting computing func-
tionality to provide information about a system’s integrity
state. It also makes use of storage augmented with
autonomous security enforcement capabilities. We de-
scribe how these technologies are used in conjunction
with Firma in the next section, but provide a short back-
ground describing the concepts of each below.

2.1 Secure Boot
One common threat to system security is the boot pro-
cess. The presence of malicious code during the early
boot phase (such as in the BIOS or bootloader) can com-
promise the security of the full system by disabling se-
curity mechanisms or loading additional malicious pro-
grams. Two categories of approaches, authenticated boot
and secure boot, have been used to combat this threat. In
both secure and authenticated boot, trust is axiomatically
placed in an initial component that starts a code measuring
processes.

The first approach, authenticated boot, enables a remote
verifier to inspect the integrity of the host’s boot process.
This is done by performing measurements of every phase
of the boot process before executing it and storing those
measurements in a secure log. The Trusted Computing
Group’s (TCG) Trusted Platform Module (TPM) is an ex-
ample of a device that supports authenticated boot [39]. It
does this by securely storing measurements in hardware
and using cryptographic keys to link the measurements to
the physical machine.

The major drawback to authenticated boot is that it of-
fers no security to the host. Even if a malicious program
is measured, it is still running on the system. An alterna-
tive to authenticated boot is secure boot. A secure boot
approach also measures code before loading it, but denies
its execution if it does not meet some requirements. The
end result is a system running only trusted code because
only such code can be loaded.

An example of a secure boot device is IBM’s 4758 se-
cure coprocessor [7]. In addition to being built with tam-
pering countermeasures, the 4758 uses code signing tech-
niques to ensure only authorized code is loaded into the
coprocessor’s memory. Unfortunately, the device is too
expensive for commodity use. AEGIS [3] is a secure boot-
strap system that checks each boot phase against a special
PROM containing trusted measurement definitions. How-
ever, AEGIS assumes the firmware in the physical hard-
ware and parts of the BIOS are trusted.

2.2 Autonomous Storage
2.2.1 Trusted Storage

The TCG Storage Work Group has described specifica-
tions for interfacing with storage devices, considering the
storage device to be a Trusted Peripheral (TPer). The
primary specification in support of this effort is the Stor-
age Architecture Core Specification [12], which primarily
describes how to negotiate and establish a secure chan-
nel between the trusted disk and the host system, largely
predicated on the existence of trusted send and receive
commands specified in the SCSI and ATA specifications.
In particular, the Storage Interface Interactions Specifica-
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tion (SIIS) [41] describes the mapping of secure events,
such as sending and receiving secure information to their
equivalents in the SCSI command set [38] (i.e., SECU-
RITY PROTOCOL IN/OUT) and ATA command set [2]
(i.e., TRUSTED SEND/RECEIVE). The core specifica-
tion provides a StartSession method for the disk and
host to establish communication with each other and pro-
vides the basis for a portion of our key establishment with
Firma. There is also support for pre-boot authentication,
defined in the Opal SSC standard [42]. However, the spec-
ification does not consider the staged secure boot mecha-
nism that we provide, nor a methodology for providing
attestations of the system state to the disk from the host.
The implications are that once the system is considered
to be in a “good” state prior to boot, no further checks of
system state are considered. Note that there are no current
disks that support the trusted extensions to SCSI or ATA;
many of the standards are still in the draft/discussion stage
without any reference implementation.

2.2.2 Augmented Disks

Previous research into storage that independently enforces
security properties has helped to guide our design ap-
proaches. Strunk et al. first independently enforced
secure storage systems with the Self-Securing Storage
project [35]. The basis of this work was isolating stor-
age and providing extra data that would be inaccessible
to the rest of the system, notably, an audit log that could
be checked to ensure that violations against specific files
were not occurring, or could be recovered from. As will
be discussed in Section 5, our implementation of Firma
also incorporates an audit log that is read-accessible to the
user if system boot fails. Our approach differs in that we
are not using the log as a general-purpose storage intru-
sion detection system, but rather as a means of diagnosing
the cause of a boot failure (e.g., a failed attestation). No-
tably, this and other solutions that more explicitly use the
disk as an intrusion detection system [23] do not prevent
access to the disk if the host system is in a bad state.

From an architectural and implementation viewpoint,
the Firma system resembles the rootkit-resistant disk ar-
chitecture [4]. With rootkit-resistant disks, the system is
designed to provide immutability of blocks based on in-
sertion of a token by the user, who in effect forms a trusted
path to the disk. This approach places minimal trust in the
operating system. We differ, however, by showing that
the system connected to can be booted to a trusted state,
and proof of the system’s good state can be further pro-
vided through attestation directly to the disk, which can
compare these measurements to recognized good states.
These approaches are potentially complementary but are
orthogonal in purpose from one another.

TPM verifier 
logic

ATA/SCSI 
interface

Host Drive Enclosure

VM partition

root partition
policy 
store 

VMM

management 
channel

disk

admin
interface

VMs

Figure 1: Overview of the Firma architecture. The disk
is augmented with verification logic for receiving attesta-
tions from the host system, and stores secure policy infor-
mation and cryptographic keys. Secure communication
between the host and the disk can occur through enhance-
ments to the disk protocol or out-of-band, such as with
a hardware token delivering information between the de-
vices.

3 Design of Firma
Firma is designed to protect on-disk storage by determin-
ing whether a host system is trusted to run an operating
system, a process performed by measuring the state of the
host from before boot time until the OS kernel is loaded
from the disk. Firma can be used to protect a single sys-
tem, by loading the OS kernel into the root partition of the
disk. We focus on a use case of providing a trusted VMM,
given the increased demands for system integrity neces-
sitated by managing multiple simultoneously-executing
OSes. The high-integrity system resulting from Firma fa-
cilitates trust that a VMM’s policies (e.g., full isolation
vs sharing) are initialized to a good state. Figure 1 pro-
vides an overview of the components that comprise Firma.
These are used to address the following design goals:

1. Secure boot from storage: Firma provides a staged
secure boot mechanism that allows the disk to as-
sess the state of the host system at set points of the
boot process, such that if the BIOS or boot loader is
compromised, it will be detected and no further boot
processes will be allowed. This allows the host to
provide trust guarantees and support services such as
a trusted hypervisor, whose policy can be guaranteed
by the system. Unlike AEGIS or use of secure co-
processors such as the IBM 4758/4764, we do not
require secure hardware beyond a disk augemented
with functionality that is currently feasible.

2. Continuous enforcement of system state: Beyond
load-time guarantees, Firma provides a means for the
system to attest its state to the disk in a periodic man-
ner. This architecture supports measurement of bina-
ries loaded from the disk’s root partition, but is gen-
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eral in scope and has the ability to support runtime
integrity attestations.

3. Ease of Management and Usability: Once Firma
is set up, there is nothing that needs to be done by
the user in order to boot the system. Management of
the disk may be performed by a user communicating
directly with the device, so as to bypass the host in
the event that it is in a bad state. We cannot necessar-
ily rely on a secure channel that has a path through
a potentially malicious host, as even if the host was
unable to affect the confidentiality or integrity of data
emanating from the disk, it could still arbitrarily drop
the data. As a result, we consider that communica-
tion with the disk can involve plugging the disk di-
rectly into an administrative interface, or through the
use of an administrative hardware token that can be
physically carried by the administrator.

Firma is a protection system consisting of a disk aug-
mented with a processor for providing cryptographic ser-
vices (such as those available in an FDE drive [27]) and
non-volatile memory (as found in a hybrid hard disk [28])
for security-critical keys and policy metadata, combined
with a host with a mechanism for providing attestations
(e.g., a TPM) to the disk. The disk and host communi-
cate over a management channel out of band to regular
requests to the disk. The disk contains a root partition
that is static, and only released to the host once its good
integrity state has been established. This partition may
contain the kernel and binaries for a single operating sys-
tem, and Firma is fully usable in this configuration. We
consider a primary use case, however, of installing a vir-
tual machine monitor onto the disk’s root partition, allow-
ing it to provide a trusted base for other virtual machines
to be executed from the disk.

3.1 Threat Model
We consider an adversary capable of arbitrarily and com-
pletely subverting a host operating system. The OSes run-
ning on the virtual machines from the disk are outside of
the purview of what can be protected at the storage level
in our design, as we do not consider protections inside the
OS. Other solutions are possible for protecting the OS at
the storage level, including storage-based intrusion detec-
tion [23] and rootkit-resistant disks [4].

Many security architectures that consider virtualized
environments make the assumption that the hypervisor
and associated administrative VM are within the trusted
computing base (e.g., [6, 22]). We do not make the as-
sumption that these components are automatically trust-
worthy, given the ability of an adversary to attack stor-
age by installing malicious software such as rootkits af-
fecting a disk’s MBR. In addition, while a virtual ma-

chine based rootkit (VMBR) such as SubVirt [17] may
currently be unable to operate under a virtual machine
monitor due to its lack of handling nested virtualization,
self-virtualization in the x86 architecture through the Intel
VT [21] and AMD SVM [1] processors makes the threat
of VMBRs running under a VMM increasingly possible.

Our enforcement mechanism takes place within the
disk. For our purposes, we assume that the attacker does
not have the ability to mount physical attacks against the
disk, such as opening the drive enclosure to attack the me-
dia or X-raying the disk. Depending on where the disks
are deployed, these concerns may be valid; a design pa-
rameter for these drives can be physical security measures
such as those used in secure coprocessors [33], and may
be possible if the cost-benefit ratio makes this design point
appropriate. Additionally, we consider physical attacks
against the host system’s TPM to be outside of our pro-
tection domain. One method of delivering policy that we
describe in our implementation of Firma (see Section 5)
is the use of a physical token. We do not consider phys-
ical attacks against the tokens; however, solutions for se-
cure, tamper-resistant tokens such as those found in the
IBM Zurich Trusted Information Channel [44] are possi-
ble where such defenses are deemed necessary.

4 Management and Operation
The basis for trusting Firma’s VMM is predicated on its
installation in a trusted manner and the ability to vali-
date the integrity state of the host system. This section
describes how a trusted installation process, pairing with
the host, runtime operation may be used to provide these
guarantees.

4.1 Installation

The installation of software necessary for Firma com-
prises installation of the VMM and kernel to the root par-
tition of the disk. This process may be performed by the
drive manufacturer at the time of fabrication, or by the
user installing or updating the base software. In either
case, the process requires use of a trusted installer. We
use a root of trust installer (ROTI) [34], which establishes
a system whose integrity can be traced back to the instal-
lation media.

The system performing the installation must contain a
trusted platform module (TPM). In short, the TPM is a
tamper-evident chip capable of performing some crypto-
graphic operations, as well as providing non-volatile stor-
age for root keys that it generates. Every TPM contains an
endorsement key (EK), a 2048-bit RSA public/private key
pair created when the chip is manufactured. As we de-
scribe below, this provides us with a basis for establishing
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the unique identity of the TPM, which is essential to be-
ing able to verify the installation. The stages of this intial
installation are as follows:

1. The installation media is loaded into the installer
system, which contains a TPM. This system needs
to be trusted, i.e., the hardware and system BIOS
cannot have been subverted at this time.1 As de-
scribed in more detail below, the system’s core root
of trust for measurement (CRTM), which which con-
tains the boot block code for the BIOS, provides a
self-measurement to attest this good state.

2. An administrator authorizes the disk to accept writes
to the root partition, and the VMM (and if necessary,
supporting OS for privileged domains, i.e., dom0 for
the Xen hypervisor) is installed to the root partition
off the custom installer. Every file in the root parti-
tion is hashed, and the list of hashes is kept in a file
that is sealed (i.e., encrypted) by the installing sys-
tem’s TPM. This process links the installing TPM
with the installed code and the filesystem hashes.

The interface to the disk, and authentication mecha-
nisms for the user, are defined by the device manufacturer;
our prototype, described in more detail in Section 5, uses
USB tokens inserted into the disk to deliver these capa-
bilities (i.e., administrator access). Other solutions, such
as the use of keypads or direct interfacing with a trusted
console are also possible. Note that if the installing sys-
tem is different from the host system (as would be the case
if installation was performed by the manufacturer, for ex-
ample), the CRTM measurement and the TPM key used
to seal the hash list would be needed to verify the instal-
lation. Note that the TPM’s EK is not permitted off the
module, so an encryption key is generated by the TPM for
this operation. This encryption key, along with the CRTM
measurement, can be supplied in an out-of-band manner
(e.g., including the key on a slip of paper along with the
disk or including it on a token), and specified directly to
the disk through its administrative interface.

4.2 Deployment to the Host
In order to assure that we can attest to the integrity state
of the host system, we need to pair it with the disk; in
other words, we need to establish a method of establishing
a unique binding between the host and the disa unique
binding between the host and the disk. We assume that
the host system contains a TPM.

When a host system is first installed, it can be con-
sidered to be in a “greenfield” state, and we make the

1This restriction is not necessary after the installation has occurred,
as malicious changes to the system state will be measured by the CRTM.

assumption that there is no pre-existing malware or sub-
verted hardware on the system at this stage. In a similar
fashion to the installed system, we assume the ability to
retrieve the CRTM measurement in an offline manner if
the integrity of the hardware is a concern. Our first step
is to retrieve information to identify the TPM in the host
machine. While the EK is unique to the TPM, there are
privacy concerns with exposing it, and it cannot be used
to perform signatures [40]. Instead, an attestation iden-
tity key (AIK) public/private key pair is generated as an
alias for the EK, and strictly used for signatures. However,
while the EK is kept in the TPM’s non-volatile memory,
the AIK is stored in volatile memory. Therefore, for it to
be persistent across host system boots, we must store both
the public and private AIK on the disk. We cannot reveal
the private AIK; fortunately, the TPM provides another
persistent key pair, the storage root key (SRK), used for
encrypting keys stored outside the TPM. Thus, the SRK
encrypts the private AIK before it is sent to the disk. For-
mally, the set of operations occurs as as follows. Given a
host’s TPM H and a disk D, the following protocol flow
describes the initial pairing of the host to the disk and the
initial boot:

Pairing
(1) H : generate AIK = (AIK+, AIK−)
(2) H → D : AIK+, {AIK−}SRK−

Boot
(3) D → H : {AIK−}SRK−

(4) D : n = Generate nonce
(5) D → H : Challenge(n)
(6) H → D : Attestation = Quote + ML
(7) D : V alidate(Quote, ML)AIK+

Steps 1 and 2 occur prior to the boot process, while
the subsequent measurements occur after the system has
booted. Through the administrative interface to the disk,
an administrator sends a command to allow the disk to op-
erate without secure boot constraints for the initial system
boot. This is done in order to provide a list of measure-
ments that the disk can use to verify the system’s integrity
state. The following states are measured in order: (a) the
core root of trust for measurement (CRTM), (b) the sys-
tem BIOS, (c) the bootloader (e.g., GRUB) and its con-
figuration, (d) the VMM, and (e) the OS running on the
VMM. We use the Linux Integrity Measurement Architec-
ture (IMA) [25] as a framework for supporting attestation.
Measurements are made by with the TPM’s extend opera-
tion, which hashes code and/or data, concatenates the re-
sult with the previous operation, and stores the result in
the TPM’s Platform Configuration Registers (PCRs). The
quote operation takes the challenger’s nonce n and returns
a signature of the form Sign(PCR, N)AIK− , when the
PCRs and n are signed by the private AIK. The measure-
ment list (ML), which contains a log of all measurements
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sent to the TPM, is also included in the attestation. At
this point, the host must be restarted; this is a one-time
operation.

The above process could also involve the setup of a ses-
sion key associated with a secure channel between the
disk and host, as described in Section 2. For example,
the IKEv2-SCSI protocol [16] provides methods of estab-
lishing an IKE security association between the disk and
the host. As there are many methods of performing such
actions, we do not further elaborate on them here.

4.3 Regular Operation
On subsequent boots, the disk will revert to secure-boot
mode. It will requst an attestation prior to the VMM be-
ing loaded and will not allow the load to occur unless the
attested integrity state matches the one obtained during
the pairing. Similarly, after the VMM is loaded, a system
measurement and subsequent quote is required before a
new VM may be loaded from the VMM. If the check fails,
further access to the disk will not be permitted.

When the system has booted to the kernel, it can con-
tinue to receive attestations of the system integrity state.
While our current prototype enforces integrity measure-
ment with IMA, it is possible to use any mechanism,
including runtime execution monitors such as Patago-
nix [19]. Our solution defines a framework for any moni-
toring system to be able to enforce access to the disk based
on system state.

We have two choices for placing monitors in the sys-
tem. The first is having a runtime monitor within the
VMM itself, where it checks for violations of system in-
tegrity. The IMA approach that we currently use is an
example of this. This approach is simple to implement
but it has the disadvantage of being potentially vulnera-
ble to attack if the VMM was ever to be compromised.
The other location for a monitor could be within a sepa-
rate privilege-separated virtual machine that is highly re-
stricted by the VMM policy in terms of its read and write
access. A thin OS could be running in this VM, in a man-
ner similar to the management VM in Terra.

4.4 Error Handling
Fundamentally, our approach of measuring data before
releasing access allowing access, while necessary for a
secure boot mechanism, makes recovering from errors
problematic. AEGIS addressed this issue by specifying
that upon a failure, either a secondary ROM (which mir-
rors the address space of all internal components) is con-
sulted, or a recovery kernel from ROM kept within the
AEGIS board is booted from, which contacts a “trusted”
host over a network. Establishing this procedure for the
disk presents many challenges. Disks and file systems

provide a number of solutions to this issue. Journaling
file systems such as ext3 and JFS provide a means for re-
covering updates which may have resided in the operating
system buffer cache at the time of access to storage was
revoked. Similarly, in the event of a compromise, ver-
sioning file systems [26] and storage devices [37] provide
a means for rolling back changes to a pre-compromise
state. If disk access must be maintained, copy on write
schemes [24, 36] may be used instead of simply denying
write access altogether. This will preserve the integrity of
the data in storage while preventing a host compromise
from denying disk access to critical applications.

Random environmental errors are well-protected by ro-
bust error correcting codes such as Reed Solomon pre-
venting bit errors on hard disks. Concern about larger-
scale individual disk failures can be mitigated by using
RAID storage systems. In a RAID configuration verifica-
tion logic may be performed by the RAID controller, and
the root partition may be striped amongst multiple disks
but present a single interface to outside the disk.

Administrative access may be appropriate under a fail-
ure condition, particularly one that results from a monitor-
ing or attestation error. A log of events that is accessible to
the administrator can provide information on the nature of
the error that occurred, and can be further investigated to
determine whether it was the result of natural phenomena,
component failure, or malicious tampering.

5 Prototype Implementation
The Firma prototype consists of a host side on which the
secure VMM and VMs run and the storage root of trust
that enforces secure boot via access control, and provides
continuous enforcement. We built the storage root of trust
using the Linksys NSLU2 [18] network attached storage
device, which was running the OpenSlug Linux distribu-
tion. All communication between the host and storage oc-
curs via the ATA over Ethernet (AoE) protocol, which ex-
tends the ATA disk command set to storage devices sitting
on local area networks. AoE is implemented on the stor-
age side using vblade, a daemon process that exports
one or more block devices. On the host side, the Linux
AoE driver is used to mount the storage root of trust as
a block device. The boot process is shown in Figure 2.
We now detail how the prototype provides a secure boot,
continuous enforcement.

5.1 Secure Boot

To provide the necessary mechanism for secure boot, the
storage root of trust needs two things, a means of authen-
ticating the host and a criteria for trusted host configura-
tions. For management purposes, a secure channel to the
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Host

1. [DHCP] Discover

3. [TFTP] Request network bootstrap program

2a. [DHCP] Offer

4. [TFTP] Boot Files (hypervisor, kernel, initial ramdisk)

2b. [DHCP] Boot server information

Disk

5. [AoE] Discover

6. [AoE] List of available devices

Figure 2: The boot process we implemented for our proto-
type. The slug requires a network boot to start from disk,
and the initial phases allow the retrieval of the kernal, hy-
pervisor, and initial ramdisk (initrd) images. Once the
boot process begins, the list of AoE devices, including the
root filesystem for the platform, becomes visible.

disk is also needed to deliver these to the disk. For this
purpose, we use a USB token which carries the EKs asso-
ciated with all TPMs on hosts that might access the drive
and the set of approved binary measurements for software
that may run on those drives. The EKs serve to authenti-
cate hosts and verify that they are using authentic TPMs.
The measurement lists may be used both for verifying the
integrity of the trusted VMM at boot time and of applica-
tions loaded in VMs during continuous monitoring.

As several stages of the secure boot sequence require
binary measurements to be delivered to the disk, we made
a simple extension to the AoE protocol to allow for binary
strings to be delivered to the disk either as part of another
block request or as an independent message.

The secure boot process is carried out by the prototype
as follows. When the system begins booting, the BIOS is
hashed and this hash is extended into a PCR on the TPM.
The BIOS then measures and loads the next stage which
in our prototype is the PXELINUX bootloader (part of the
SYSLINUX project)2. The PXE bootloader loads each bi-
nary needed by the sytem, including the hypervisor, ker-
nel, and inital RAM disk image. These are measured and
the hashes extended into a PCR on the TPM. When the
system components are being loaded, AoE is used to com-
municate with the disk, which sends the signed measure-
ment list in its current form to the disk. If at any stage
in the boot process, incorrect binaries are detected, the
vblade instance is stopped, thus preventing access to the
disk by malicious binaries.

2The use of PXELINUX is needed only by our implementation, in
an actual implementation a traditional disk based bootloader like GRUB
or LILO would be used.

5.2 Continuous Enforcement
The above described disk protocol extensions may be used
to extend the secure boot mechanism in storage to a con-
tinuous monitor that allows re-attestations of up to date
system state by the VMM. It is then the job of the disk
to verify these measurements against its own integrity cri-
teria as delivered by the physical USB token. The AoE
driver on the host take a parameter specifying the number
of seconds between re-attestations. It then sends an up to
date set of measurements from the host TPM to the disk
at the specified time interval.

All modifications needed for re-attestations were made
to the linux AoE driver. TPM measurements are cached in
the Xen dom0 kernel to alleviate the overhead of obtaining
a TPM quote on the host. If time-based re-attestations are
made, we use a kernel timer to schedule the construction
and transmission of the attestation command.

In the event that the disk receives an untrusted mea-
surement either during secure boot or continuous moni-
toring, a mechanism is needed to deny the hosts access
to storage and, if desired, provide a secure environment
from which the system may be recovered. All attestations
arriving at the storage root of trust are checked against
the disk’s integrity criteria by our utility, VerifyQuote.
This utility reads the public key matched to the private key
used to sign the TPM quote, along with the TPM quote it-
self. VerifyQuote then validates the signed quote us-
ing standard RSA signature validation. If the verification
process fails, the instance of vblade exporting the disk’s
root partition is killed, preventing any further access.

If a trusted environment is needed for recovery of either
the system or data, a failed attestation may also lead to
the launching of a new vblade instance, which exports
a disk partition containing a minimal trusted environment
that may be used to inspect the contents of storage. We
also modified vblade to maintain an audit log of failed
attestations, which could be potentially useful in deter-
mining when the system entered an untrusted state.

6 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of Firma as
described in preceeding sections. We examine perfor-
mance of the host and of the disk during the various op-
erations each performs under the Firma architecture. All
experiements were performed on a Dell Optiplex 745 with
a dual-core Intel Core 2 Duo 6300 at 1.86GHz, 4GB of
RAM, and an internal 160GB SATA drive. The proto-
type also includes a Linksys NSLU2 (“Slug”) connected
to the host over a 100Mbps Ethernet interface. Attached
to the Slug is a 160GB Seagate FreeAgent Go external
USB hard disk. Also attached to the Slug was the token,
a 2GB Lexar Firefly USB drive. The base operating sys-
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Operation Time
Host System

Measure boot binaries 24.9388 (24.9113, 24.9662)
TPM Extend 39.9934 (39.9887, 39.998)
TPM Quote 880.037 (880.03, 880.045)

Disk Firmware
Verify quote 70.0msec.

Table 1: Microbenchmarks of the host operations needed
to support Firma. For each measurement, 95% confi-
dence intervals are shown in parentheses. All numbers
are shown in milliseconds unless otherwise noted.

tem was Debian 5.0 (“Lenny”) running a modified 2.6.24
Linux kernel and a stock Xen 3.2.1 hypervisor. Table 1
shows the time for each operation in the Firma architec-
ture.

When the host system begins the boot process, it be-
gins by loading a bootloader which in the prototype is
the PXE bootloader. In order to gain access to the next
stage boot files like the hypervisor, kernel, and initial
RAM disk, the host sends a TPM quote to the disk. This
TPM quote takes an average of 880ms to generate on
the host, which is not atypical for current TPMs. This
quote is then transmitted to the firmware, where it is vali-
dated. This validation takes an average of 70 milliseconds
to complete. After the quote from the host is validated,
the boot files are loaded. Before each file is loaded, it
is measured by the bootloader, and these measurements
extended into the TPM. The TPM extend operation takes
an average of 40 milliseconds to complete. This extend
operation will happen three times during the boot pro-
cess, once each for the kernel, initial RAM disk image,
and the hypervisor. The overall additional boot delay is
tover = 880ms + 70ms + (40ms ∗ 3) = 1070ms, or
just over 1 second, most of which is attributed to the TPM
quote operation. This additional overhead is not unrea-
sonable even on systems with sub-20 second boot times.
This can be further reduced by prefetching the boot files
while the quote generation and validation is occuring, thus
eliminating the additional overhead.

During normal system boot, the disk is accessed in or-
der to load the boot time binaries mentioned above. A
standard SATA disk in our setup has a measured through-
put of 70MB/s. A standard bootloader, in this case GRUB,
has a total size of about 130K, while the boot files loaded
initially have a total size of about 8MB. The hypervisor
is 370KB, the kernel is 1.7MB and the initial RAM disk
image is 6.2MB. All of the boot files are compressed to
increase transfer speed. In addtion to these boot files, the
system must read several other binaries and their confgu-
ration files from the disk during the boot process. For
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Figure 3: Throughput of Firma prototype when using
time-based reattestations

a stock Debian Xen system, these transfers total 46MB
with a boot time of 93 seconds. This is higher than some
other hypervisor systems, such as VMware ESXi which
has a disk footprint of only 32MB. This footprint includes
everything needed to boot the system. In our prototype
system, measuring the entire VMware ESXi disk footprint
takes an average of 9 seconds.

In order to understand the impact of Firma’s continu-
ous enforcement on I/O intensive workloads, we bench-
mark our prototype under a range of re-attestation time
intervals. Figure 3 shows the throughput of our Firma
prototype as the frequency of re-attestation is varied from
1 second to 60 seconds. The lower bound for time fre-
quency based attestations is limited by the TPM, which
can offer a new quote every 880 ms in our system. The
horizontal lines in Figure 3 show the mean throughput of
a base Firma system (i.e. without re-attestation) as well
as the 95% confidence intervals. In all cases, the system
that is re-attesting shows little to no throughput degreda-
tion. The base Firma system showed an average through-
put of 1.839MB/s. The system with re-attestation showed
at most a 2% overhead, well within range of experimental
error.

7 Discussion

7.1 Dynamic Root of Trust for Measure-
ment

Our design has centered around the use what the TCG
refers to as a Static Root of Trust for Measurement
(SRTM). The SRTM refers to the chain of trust rooted
in the hardware (the motherboard’s CRTM), which mea-
sures each phase of the boot process up to the OS. Since
the measurement gathering code is rooted in hardware,
the correctness of subsequent measurements not based in
hardware are subject to the integrity of this SRTM. Due
to the variability of BIOS code and underlying hardware
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on the average compute, no single well-known good mea-
surement value can be known by a Firma disk a priori to
pairing. As a result, the disk must gather measurements
of this early part of the boot process when pairing.

This has several drawbacks. When the owner of the
host wants to make changes to the host’s BIOS or changes
hardware components, the disk must be re-paired to ob-
tain the new set of early boot measurements. Another
issue is the initial trustworthiness of the BIOS and hard-
ware. While we assume the greenfield state of the host
during pairing to be trusted, the potential for undetected
errors or exploits still exists.

To obviate these issues, a dynamic root of trust for
measurement (DRTM) can be used. A DRTM is instead
rooted in software and does not depend on the system’s
underlying hardware configuration. The Open Secure
Loader (OSLO) [15] is a bootloader that implements such
a DRTM. For AMD processors supporting the Secure Vir-
tual Machine (SVM) extensions, and in particular the in-
struction SKINIT (which disables direct memory access
to physical memory within a secure loader block), OSLO
can use SKINIT to measure and execute a bootloader after
clearing the processor pipeline and memory. This effec-
tively allows the system to start from a clean slate without
depending on the code loaded previously. Additionally,
the DRTM bootloader measurement is stored in a PCR
specifically designed to be used only via the SKINIT com-
mand.

What this means for us is that a Firma disk can pair with
a host without having to gather SRTM measurements such
as the BIOS. As a result, we can pre-compute the correct
measurement lists directly on the disk, as we can hash
them to determine what their values should be. Addition-
ally, we can avoid making the assumption that the host is
not running malicious firmware during pairing.

7.2 Beyond Unique Pairing
One advantage the Firma approach has over an on host
secure boot mechanism is that a Firma disk can be used
to secure boot on multiple hosts. If implemented on a
portable disk, a Firma disk could be modified to pair with
multiple host machines. Then when a user later plugs the
disk into a previously pairing host machine, Firma could
use the host specific information obtained from the pairing
to expose the associated AIK to the host and to verify its
attestations.

7.3 Lazy Attestation
Firma incurs performance overheads both at the host
while generating binary measurements and at the disk
while verifying measurements. These overheads may be
addressed using lazy attestation and verification. In lazy

attestation, a trusted VMM may cache integrity measure-
ments until a TPM extend operation. For example, in
our implementation, measurements were cached in a Xen
dom0 kernel which delivered the attestations to the disk at
intervals. Using lazy evaluation a disk may hide the per-
formance cost of integrity verification behind disk seek
times. This is done by the disk processor which first ini-
tiates a disk seek and then performs integrity verifications
for any attestation commands from the host. As disk re-
sponse times dominate the disk processor time needed to
check a quote, the overhead of integrity verification is nul-
lified.

8 Related Work

Augmenting the capabilities of storage systems to provide
security has been a topic of sustained interest over the past
decade. Initial research into this area included the investi-
gation of network-attached secure disks [10,11], an infras-
tructure where metadata servers issue capabilities that are
processed by disks augmented with additional processing
abilities to use capabilities as the basis for access con-
trol, requiring trust in servers external to the disk. Further
research in this vein included self-securing storage [35],
which, along with the NASD work, considered an object-
based storage paradigm rather than the block-based ap-
proach that we use. Pennington et al. [23] considered the
disk as an enforcement point for intrusion detection, re-
quiring semantically-aware disks [32] for deployment at
the disk level. Sundararaman et al. [37] also considered
disk-level policy to provide secure, selective versioning
of data, requiring additional capabilities from the disk in
the form of type-safe disks [31] capable of distinguishing
between inodes and data. These solutions require tighter
coupling between the disk and the filesystem; in addition,
they rely on the operating system to work in tandem with
the disk.

BitLocker [20] is a disk volume encryption feature built
into Windows Vista and Windows Sever 2008 that option-
ally leverages the TPM to protect a volume encryption key
(VEK). Bitlocker functions by placing the Windows sys-
tem volume in an encrypted partition and using the TPM
to seal the VEK to a known integrity state. The TPM
seal operation encrypts the VEK along with a the set of
PCRs. When unsealing the VEK, the TPM’s current PCR
set must match the PCRs specified with the key or the
TPM refuses to decrypt the key, which effectively denies
access to the system volume. The target set of good PCRs
are selected by measuring the early boot phase of the Win-
dows system before encrypting the disk. When booting,
the TPM measures firmware, the boot loader, and other
early boot phase files. Modifications of these files will be
detected when the VEK is attempted to be decrypted.
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One issue with BitLocker is its inability to protect the
disk partition after releasing the VEK to the OS. Since bit-
locker is designed to facilitate just secure boot of the OS,
later compromise of the OS system will go undetected. In
Firma, the disk is able to detect if malicious code is loaded
by the VMM and deny further access to the disk. Another
concern with BitLocker is the management of the VEK
during firmware updates. In BitLocker, the VEK is placed
unencrypted on the disk while an administrator performs
changes that would effect the early boot measurements.
In Firma, the disk can remain protected while an adminis-
trator updates the firmware. When the updated system is
ready, the management token can be inserted into the disk
to gather the new boot measurements.

Another example of enforcing on-disk policy is through
write-once, read-many (WORM) mechanisms enforced
through hard disks, commercially available through ven-
dors such as EMC [8] and IBM [14]. These mechanisms
have been shown to be vulnerable to insider attack [13].
Sion [30] has explored methods of ensuring policy en-
forcement at the storage level while considering the limi-
tations of trusted hardware.

9 Conclusion

This paper has presented Firma, a novel storage archi-
tecture that demonstrated how to enable secure boot on
commodity systems with minimal management overhead.
Firma uses autonomously-enforced storage in concert
with a TPM on the host and a trusted installation process
to ensure a measureable chain of trust derivable from the
running operating system instance to the installer. Unlike
previous secure boot mechanisms, the disk can actively
mediate access to data, disabling reads and writes if mon-
itoring detects an integrity violation. We have shown the
use of Firma to provide a trusted virtual machine monitor
using storage as a root of trust, and showed that mange-
ment of the system is minimal. The impact on system
performance is minimal, with just over 1 second added to
the boot process as a result of Firma’s measurements.

There are opportunities to enhance the operation of
Firma. Reducing the size of the OS associated with the
VMM will reduce the amount of measurement required,
and hence make boot times faster. We are also inves-
tigating the use of a dynamic root of trust to make the
small number of management tasks even smaller. Finally,
we are investigating implementation of the Firma proto-
type as emerging disks are produced that comply with the
recently-defined enchanced disk interface specifications
for secure communication.
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